
“Counting Qualities, Choosing a Spiritual Curriculum:
Charting a course for a New Year

with a 22-day Journey from Slichah to Simchah”

In the Jewish calendar, the first sighting of the seventh lunar month (near the fall
equinox) is celebrated as a New Year and the onset of a High Holiday season.  For
millennia, the Jewish community has chosen this time of year to gather collectively for
an intensive period of reflection, atonement, renewal, and celebration.  Over the course
of twenty-two “Days of Awe,” there are no less than five major holidays, beginning
with Rosh Hashanah and culminating in Shemini Atzeret & Simchat Torah –
twenty-two days of wonder, a twenty-two day journey.

In the Hebrew alphabet, there also happen to be twenty-two letters. A
coincidence?  Perhaps not.  The Hebrew letters are more than a system of symbols that
represents sounds and enables us to record words and stories.  In Kabbalah, each
Hebrew letter represents a pathway in the Tree of Life, a way to channel or harness the
creative forces of the Universe.  The letters, like us, are embodiments of divine energy,
as well as signposts, guiding our efforts to manifest our better selves and co-create a
better world.

In what follows, I have outlined an annual musar practice that attempts to weave
together the wisdom and power of several treasured traditions: the high holidays
season, the Hebrew alphabet, and the spring practice of ‘counting of the omer’-- all on
the loom of the moral-spiritual-educational system of musar.  Musar is a school of
thought-and-practice,  a highly sophisticated system honed over centuries, an
antecedent of what we today call character education.  In contemporary humanist terms
we might describe it as an artful science devoted to helping us develop our social and
emotional intelligence.  In a more spiritual idiom we might say it's about cultivating
mindfulness, living with integrity, or growing our souls.  In traditional religious
language, it is described as striving for holiness,  embodying Divine attributes, or
striving for closeness to God in our thoughts, feelings, words, and actions.  In either
case, here is how it works:

In the chart below, you will see that each of the twenty-two days of the high
holiday season is associated with a Hebrew letter and measurable quality of character,
or a MIDAH.  22 days.  22 letters.  22 midot.  Each night as the stars come out and the
new moon shows, grows (and begins to wane), we will go outside and do three things:
1) count the letter, 2) name the midah, and 3) choose a practice to do over the course of
the next 24-hours that exemplifies that midah.  Then, during the week following this
22-day journey, each of us will CHOOSE THIRTEEN of the twenty-two midot for a
spiritual curriculum we will use over the course of the coming year.  We will then
practice each of those thirteen midot for an entire week (or month), likewise, counting



the letter, naming the midah, committing to a practice (for that week or month) that
grows that midah, or quality of character, in us.

For example, on the first night, erev Rosh Hashanah, I will go outside, and upon
the sighting of (at least) three stars say the following:

Baruch atah Adonai, eloheinu melech ha’olam asher kid’shanu b’mitzvotav v’tzivanu al
behirat ha’midot.

A Wellspring of Blessing connects us, you and me and everything, and calls upon
me to choose a midah to practice today.

Today is Yom ALEPH, the FIRST day of a New Year, a day devoted to
AWARENESS.

In the coming day, I commit to …

Noticing the breath, and using the mantra, “I AM”. If I begin to feel
anxious, or scared, or angry, or sad, etc., I will 2) draw a silent (aleph) breath, 2) celebrate my
awareness by acknowledging the emotion that has arisen in me and rather than identifying with
the emotion and thinking, “I am scared, or I am angry,” I will 3) simply whisper, “I am.” I
simply am, and that’s enough.

It may be helpful to use a journal and write down (in the Book of Life) the letter,
the midah, and the practice that you choose for that day.  At the end of the day, you can
record reflections about the practice and how it may have impacted your experience
and (especially) the experience of those you encountered that day.

The following evening, reflect upon the prior day before going outside again to
prepare to count the next day.  Repeat the blessing, Baruch atah …v’tzivanu al behirat
ha’midot. A Wellspring of Blessing connects us, you and me and everything, and calls
upon me to choose a midah to practice today.  Then say,

Today is Yom BEIT, the SECOND day of a New Year, a day devoted to TRUST
AND DISCERNMENT.   In the coming day, I commit to …

BEING IN MY BODY, bending and bowing and blowing (shofar!) and noticing
how TRUSTING the body is in its interactions with the sensory world of sounds, smells, and
sights, tastes and touches, receiving them, welcoming them.  And I choose to marvel at the
capacity to differentiate and DISCERN differences among these sensations in binaries: loud
and soft, subtle and pungent,  light and dark, bitter and sweet, cold and hot.

And so on for each of the twenty-two days.  During the subsequent week (days 23 - 29) ,
choose 13 of the 22 midot below to form the basis of a year-long spiritual curriculum.
Here are the letters and midot associated with each of the days:



DAY 1: ALEPH Rosh Hashanah (day 1) AWARENESS

DAY 2: BEIT Rosh Hashanah (day 2) TRUST-FEAR / DISCERNMENT

DAY 3: GIMMEL Tzom Gedalia GENEROSITY / KINDNESS

DAY 4: DALET 4 Tishrei DIGNITY

DAY 5: HEY 5 Tishrei AWE

DAY 6: VAV 6 Tishrei COURAGEOUS VULNERABILITY

DAY 7: ZAYIN 7 Tishrei ENTHUSIASM

DAY 8: CHET 8 Tishrei ANGER-PATIENCE

DAY 9: TET Erev Yom Kipur RESTRAINT/DISCIPLINE

DAY 10: YUD Yom Kipur HUMILITY-PRIDE

DAY 11: CHAPH 11 Tishrei COMPASSION

DAY 12: LAMED 12 Tishrei CURIOSITY

DAY 13: MEM 13 Tishrei JOY

DAY 14: NUN 14 Tishrei EQUANIMITY

DAY 15: SAMECH Sukkot (1 -hesed) SIMPLICITY / ORDER

DAY 16: AYIN Sukkot (2 -gevurah) GRATITUDE

DAY 17: PHEY Sukkot (3 -tiferet) SPEECH-SILENCE/HONESTY

DAY 18: TZADI Sukkot (4 -netzach) DEVOTION / PERSISTENCE

DAY 19: QUPH Sukkot (5 -hod) PLAYFULNESS

DAY 20: REISH Sukkot (6 - yesod) PURPOSE / VISION

DAY 21: SHIN Hoshana Rabba (7-malchut) DESIRE / DRIVE

DAY 22: TAV Shmini Atzeret/Simchat Torah FAITH-DOUBT / TRUTH


